
Americans don’t surrender their 
freedoms by opening a family 
business.  Supreme Court precedent 
affirms that all Americans, including 
business owners, must be free to 
live and work consistently with their 
beliefs, without fear of punishment 
by the government.  Unfortunately, 
House Bill 767 would eliminate First 
Amendment protections for people 
of faith who own or operate small 
businesses.

This legislation specifically targets 
people of faith who own or operate 
a business and denies them the 
constitutional right to have their faith 
inform their work.  For example, if 
a Christian baker could not in good 
faith design and prepare a wedding 
cake with two grooms on the top, or 
if a Muslim-owned printing company 
declined to make a “Go Crusaders!” 
sign for the Holy Cross football 
team, this bill would force them to  
violate their conscience or risk  
losing their business.

This is because H767 does two things.  
First, it says that businesses cannot 
use the faith of their owners as a 
defense against lawsuits, AND it says 
that any business owners who attempt 
to assert those First Amendment 
rights will be held PERSONALLY 
liable.  What types of punishment 
would a small business owner face 
for not creating a product that was a 
violation of their faith?  H767 would 
subject businesses and their owners 
to crushing fines and civil penalties - 
up to $50,000 for repeated violations.  

This is on top of damages 
for whatever “harm” the 
complainants would allege 
in these cases, as well as 
attorney fees for the costly 
litigation.  

Because H767 forces 
business owners to forfeit 
their faith or risk losing their 
home and livelihood, it’s 
bad for business.  It’s also 
bad law.  If passed, this bill would be 
in clear violation of Supreme Court 
precedents.  

H 767 also imposes an 
unconstitutional condition by 
requiring a corporation—and its 

officers—to give up exercising its 
constitutional rights to speech and 
religion in exchange for keeping 
the benefits of a corporation 
(limited liability for officers). 
Imagine if Massachusetts 
wanted to support wind power, 
so it passed a law prohibiting 
corporations from speaking 
against wind power—such as 
saying that it harms birds or that 
there are more environmentally 
friendly solutions. H767 does 
that to religious beliefs, telling a 
business that they can’t speak in 
favor of religion when it comes to 
non-discrimination laws.  It would 
be like telling a reporter that they 
can’t assert the First Amendment 
as a defense in a lawsuit by a 
corrupt politician.

Business owners in Massachusetts 
shouldn’t be forced to choose 
between living out their faith and 
providing for their family. 
Please vote NO on H767.

Massachusetts Family Institute781-569-0400 www.mafamily.org

1. The government cannot target 
specific religious beliefs for 
punishment.
Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v.
Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 533 (1993) (“[A] 
law targeting religious beliefs as such 
is never permissible”). That is exactly 
what H767 does. If a business merely 
tries to assert its religious beliefs 
as a defense against enforcement of 
federal or state law, then it is subject to 
punishment under this law.

2.Corporations can exercise the
right to free speech. Citizens 
United v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 
558 U.S. 310, 342 (2010) (“The 
Court has recognized that 
First Amendment protection extends 
to corporations.”). Under H767, a 
business owner could not even do 
an interview where he says that the 
First Amendment protects his right to 
not be forced to create art, a custom 
wedding cake, etc. that would violate 
his religious beliefs.20
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Health Curriculum Frameworks (HB 3793)
Why we oppose the sex education mandate

The Massachusetts legislature is 
considering a proposal to mandate a 
particular sex education standard 
for schools across the state. Unlike 
topics such as math and science, there 
is no public consensus regarding sex 
education. Currently the Health 
Curriculum Frameworks are 
available to school districts and 
educators, but each school system 
is free to customize them based 
on the needs of their student 
populations and parental input. 
HB 3793 would eliminate that option. 

Loss of Local Control

If adopted, the Health Curriculum
Frameworks would remove 
control of health education from 
locally elected school committees, 
and put it in the hands of MA Dept. 
of Elementary and Secondary Education
and its commissioner, Mitchell Chester.  

Chester is the same unelected bureaucrat
who made national headlines last year
by issuing the radical transgender 
bathroom policy for MA schools.  He then
refused to listen to legislators who 
informed him he was acting beyond the 
scope of the law.

HB 3793 would force local schools to 
report their compliance with the sex ed 
mandate to Commissioner Chester.  This 
reduces choices regarding WHEN sensitive
topics are taught to young children, 
removing power from parents and 
educators to make these decisions based 
on their knowledge of the school system 
and its population.

Problematic Topics Required

The curriculum mandates instruction 
on several topics that the average 
parent or school committee member 
would �nd objectionable. Many of the 
required topics are designed to be 
taught in a way that conveys implicit 
approval of sexual activity among 
very young students, despite the legal 
age of consent of 16 years old. 

  For example,  HB 3793 would include
  the following as "age appropriate":

  • Teaching children as young as 11 years
  old about alternative sexual behaviors
  to avoid pregnancy 

  • Teaching children as young as 5 years 
  old to accept alternative sexual lifestyles
  as normal, natural, and healthy, thereby 
  contradicting the religious teachings of 
  parents.

  Who will be writing the curriculum to 
  comply with the Frameworks?  The 
  Department of Education is already 
  coordinating for public school teachers
  to be certi�ed by Planned Parenthood
  in their “Get Real” sex ed curriculum, 
  and Planned Parenthood of MA is 
  actively promoting this bill.  

.

Please oppose the Health Curriculum
Frameworks and any other efforts to
remove control of health education 
from local parents and school boards.

Visit www.mafamily.org for 
more information and to Take Action.

Children Ages 5 - 10 will 
be required to:

  • Describe “di�erent types of Families,” 
addressing membership and social in�uences.  
This means alternative families headed by 
same-sex parents or a single gay parent.

  • De�ne sexual orientation using the “correct” 
terminology, such as “heterosexual, gay, and 
lesbian.”

Children Ages 11-14  will 
be taught:

  • Acceptance of consentual pre-marital sex.

 • Acceptance of alternative lifestyles. 

 • Methods for avoiding pregnancy and sexually 
transmitted diseases.

”Opt Out” doesn’t work:

  • David Parker couldn’t protect his Kindergarten
son from being exposed to books like “King & King.”

  • “Parental Noti�cation” is still not de�ned.  There
are no safegaurds for the how or what of notifying 
parents.

  • Multiple parents have complained that they were
not adequately noti�ed about sex related material or
“guest speakers” at school assemblies, but the only
appeal process is to petition Commissioner Chester!!!

VOTE “NO” ON HB 767

HB 767




